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Abstract 
Vigue-Poirrier , M., Cyclic homology of algebraic hypersurfaces. Journa! of Pure and Applied 
Algebra 72 (1991) 95-108. 
A formula is given for the cyclic homology of commutative algebras of the form k[.u,, . . . , x,] / 
(P) with P a weighted homogeneous polynomial. For r I 3, we have explicit results: 
HC,,,(k[x,, x,] I( P)) = k for n > 0, 
if P is irreducible; HC,,,+,(k[x,.x,,x,]l(p))=() and 
HC,,,(k[x,,x,,x,]/(p))-k~k[x,.x,,x,]l $ $ $) ( I 2 1 
for n > 0 if P is irreducible and has only an isolated singularity at the origin. 
Irntroduction 
Cyclic homology of c-algebras has been defined by Connes [4] to solve 
problems in noncommutative differential geometry. On the other hand, a theory 
of cyclic homology for any associative algebra has been formulated by many 
authors, see for example [5,8]. This notion appears very fruitful in many areas of 
mathematics, such as homology of Lie algebras, K-theory, . . . . 
In this paper, I consider the cyclic homology of commutative algebras over a 
field of characteristic zero, which occur in algebraic geometry. Few things arc 
known on this subject in the general case: the first one is due to Loday and 
Quillen 181, who compute explicitly the cyclic homology of the ring of algebraic 
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functions on a smooth variety over a field of characteristic zero. Concerning other 
affine schemes, I can mention explicit computations of Ma Ida an Natsume [U], 
and also Staffeldt [ 111, for a commutative algebra of the form A = k[x] /(P(x)). 
Some interesting calculations are given for curves in [6] and relations with 
K-theory are indicated. In [3]. Burghele; and I gave a formula to compute the 
Hochschild and cyclic homology of any commutative differential graded algebra. 
This formula provides algorithms for the calculation of cyclic homology of 
commutative algebras of the form A = k[x 1, . . . , x,] I(p) where P is a polynomial 
of degree ~2. For instance, in [3], we have computed entirely the cyclic homology 
when k = Cc, and P is homogeneous with an isolated singularity at the origin. 
In this paper, I make extensive use of methods developed in [3] to compute 
cyclic homology of some algebraic hypersurfaces. A polynomial P in k[x, , . . . , x,] 
is called weighted homogeneous if there exists a sequence of rational numbers 
qlV.*, $., Wq,51, such that P can be written as a sum of monomials 
V”‘I . : 
A1 ‘A- 
:,1r -with C qimi = i. I prove (Theorem 2.7) that if Y is irreducible and 
weighted homogeneous in kCx,, x2], then HC,,,(k[x,, x2]/(P)) = H&(k) = k for 
n >O, HG,,+I (4% 7 4(PN = 4 x, , x2] /(Pi,, P:J for n 2 0. I prove (Theorem 
2 8) that if P is irreducible and weighted homogeneous in k[x,, x,, x,] with 0 the 
only isolated singularity, then HC2,... ,(k[x, ,, x2, x3] l(p)) = 0, 
HC2,,(kbbx29 311(Pi) =HC,,,(k)@k[x,, x , x#(P~,, p12, P:,) 
for n > 0. This is an interesting eneralization of the final result of [3]. The proof 
is quite elementary and does not use Brieskorn’s results [11. 
In Section 1, I recall some results on the cyclic homology of commutative 
algebras th?t were developed in [3]. In Section 2, I deal with weighted homoge- 
neous polynomials and I prove Theorem s 2.7 and 2.8. In Section 3, I give 
interpretations of Theorems 2.7 and 2.8 in algebraic geometry. For instance, I
have explicit computations of cyclic homology for the coordinate ring of Bries- 
korn varieties (algebraic surfaces in C” defined by polynomials of the form 
x4’ + xzZ + x;‘), and for any curve in c’ defined by equations of the type xcI - hy’, 
(a, b) E N*“, A E @*. 
1. Hochschild and cyclic homology of commutative algebras 
Let k 4 A be a comm&ative algebra over a characteristic zero field. It is well 
known that HochsciGld homology of A, denoted HH,(A), and cyclic homology, 
denoted HC,(A), are related by the following long exact sequence, called Connes 
exact sequence: 
l * l + M&(A)& K,,(A)& HC,,_,(A)-=% HH,,_,(A)-+ l . . 
Definitions and elementary propertics of cyclic homology can be found in [ 81, 
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and will not be recalled here. In [2] and [S], the notions of Hochschild and cyclic 
homology are extended to the category of k-chain differential graded algebras, 
and it is proven that if f : (A, d) -* (B, d) is a morphism in this category such that 
f *: Kim-+ H*(B) is an isomorphism, then f induces an isomorphism between 
Hochschild, cyclic homologies and the Connes exact sequences. 
In [3], it is proved that we can associate to a commutative algebra A, 
a free commutative graded differential algebra ( A V, 1) and a morphism 
p : ( A V, d) -+ A such that p* is an isomorphism. Such a construction is called a 
model for A. Then we define the Evaded vector space V by V= $,,,0 \;;, 
Vn = V,,_, , we consider the commutative graded algebra A V @ A v, and the 
differential 6 of degree + 1 on A V 0 A V that extends the identity map V+ v 
and the zero map V* 0. We endow A V @ A v with the ditfcrential 6 defined by 
SIN= d, Sp + PS = 0. One of the main results of [3] can be formulated as 
follows: 
Theorem 1.1. Let A be a k-commutative algebra and p : ( A V, d) --+ A a model for 
A. Then: 
(1) We have explicit isomorphisms of k-graded vector spaces: 
I-W,(A) = HH,(/\K d) = H,(/\V QD Av, 6) , 
(2)(a) We have the following short exact sequence of complexes: 
0 * o-*(kerp=k+Im@.6)~(/\V~/\V.S)~(Imp.s)+,40, 
where j is the inclusion und fi is defined by p(x) = (- l)“p(x) if the degree of x in 
AV69AVisn. 
(b) The Connes exact sequence for ( A V, d) is identified by the isomorphisms of 
(I), with the homology exact sequence associated to (*). More precisely, I is 
identified with p”+, B with j.+, and S with the connecting morphism in (*). 
Proof. This a reformulation of Theorems 2.1 and 2.4 of [3]. 0 
Remark. A corollary of this theorem is the fact that HC,(k) is a direct summand 
in HC,(A), and the quotient HC,(A)IHC,(k), denoted WC,(A) and called 
reduced cyclic homology, is isomorphi; ;o H f _? ,(ker p, 8 ). 
Now, we will restrict our attention to the case r-6 = k[x, . . . , x,] /(P) where p is 
a polynomial of degree ~2. It is easy to prove that a model for A is given by 
p:(AV,dj-+A with V,,=$i=, kx,, V, = ky, I$ =0 (p” 1). d&,=0. dy= R 
p = 0 on V,, p is the quotient map from k[x, , . . . , A-,] = A y, to A. From Theown 
1.1, the commutative diffcrcntial graded algebra A (x,, . . . , x,. _Y, f,, . . . + .i,., ?;* 
8) with fix, ‘I 0, 6X, I‘ 0, 6~ z p, Sj z -_-P(P) I -C, (dP/asi)n-,, dcg-f, = 1, 
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deg j7 = 2, permits us to compute Hochschild and cyclic homology of A. We have 
He,(A) = H,+,(ker P, 6) where /3 is the differential of degree +l on 
A (xi, Y, xi, y) defined by P(Xj) = Zj, P(y) = r, P(ij) = 0, /3(y) = 0. For-con- 
venience, we denote by X the k-vector space generated by (;Y~)r~j~~~ by X the 
k-vector space generated by (xi), and for i r: 1, A ‘2 denotes the subvector space 
of A X spanned by words in (~j) I=jsr of length i. We have ker P = 
@ izO (ker /3)’ where ker #3” =kerpn(AX@A(y,y)), kerp’=kerpn 
(AX@ At%y, yjQ9 A%) for ill. 
With M E (ker S):, n > 0, written as 
with ML and MI E k[x]@A%, the condition P(M) = 0 is equivalent to 
0 i 
( ii 1 
P(M;) = 0 9 
Mi-2j+ 1 = (-l)‘~(ML_,j) for j 2 1 . 
With this information plugged in, we compr e 
. . . 
( 1 111 6(M) = 0 + C s[(-l)‘~~(M,~_zi)yu’-’ + Ml_,y'] 
j'l 
+ (--I)( j -- l)P(M,~-Zj)yP(P)~j-‘] 
= C [(-1)(pBCM~-2j) + jP(P)Ml-2jW’ 
jzl 
+ (- l)“( j - l)P(P)(M,~-2j)Y~‘-‘] 
where 
N’ n-I-2j = (-l)(PP(M,~-2~j+~,) + (.i + I)P(P)ML-2,,,,,) l 
We can display the results of these computations in the diagram 
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where 3j: al,_,i~ J2i,?‘,_,,j_,, is defined by 
P,(W) = -( j/3(P)o + Pi) = p(P’w)IP’-’ and 
ni = k[X]@ A%. 
We summarize this in the following lemma: 
1,emma. (1) For 0 i j < r, we have cochain complexes 
(2) For j Z- Y, we have cochain complexes 
Theorem 1.2. Zf A = k[x,, . . . , xr] l(P) where P is a polynomial of degree 22 in 
k[x,,.. . , x,], then we have: 
(i) if 12 2 r, 
(a) HZI,,(A) = CD 
Wj5E((r+l)/Z)- I 
HZi+‘(~(,l,2)+~+j) , n even , 
(ii) if 0 < n < r , 
I-@,,(A) = $ 
WjsE((n + 1)/2) 
H’*+l-~j(g,+,_j). 
Proof. From Theorem 1.1, we have He,, (A) = H,, + ,(ker p, S ). A precise calcula- 
tion using the identification of (ker P, 6) with (~i,j ~ i_, , pi> described above, 
permits us to prove the theorem. q 
Proposition 1.3. For any j 2: 1, we have ker ~j fl&!” = 0. 
Proof. Let f E a” = k[X] be a polynomial such that P,(f) = 0. This is equivalent 
to p(P’f) = 0. The degree of Pifi as an element of the commutative graded 
algebra A XC3 A x @ A (y, y), is zero, so the condition p(P’f) = 0 implies that 
P’f E k, but the polynomial degree of P’f in k[x,, . . . ,x,.1 is strictly positive if 
f #O. So we have f=O. Cl 
Remark. We have proved a decomposition theorem for the reduced cyclic 
homology H&(A). The number of terms in the decomposition grows with the 
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number of variables of the polynomial ring k[x,, . . . , x,]. If Y = 1, we have, for 
n 2 1, H&(A) = H’W,,.,) and HC2,1+l (A) = H’)(J& +, ) = 0, from Proposition 
1.3. A trivial calculation of H’(&,,+ 1) shows that we recover immediately the 
results of Masuda and Natsume 191. and Staffeldt [ 111. 
2. Explicit calcuiatio s when P is weighted homogeneous polynomial 
Definition 2.1. A pol nomial P in k[x,, l . . , x,] is called weighted homogeneous if 
there exists a sequence of rational numbers ql, . . . , 4, with 0 C qi 5 1, for every i, 
such that P can be e ssed as a linear combination of monomials ~11’ l l l xyr for 
which 4,“~ + - l l + 
Lemma 2.2. Let P be a polynomial in k[x,, . . . , x,], then the following three 
notions are equivalent: 
(i) P is weighted homogeneous. 
(ii) TIzere exists a sequence of nonzero positive integers pl, . . . , p, such that, if 
we grade the ring R = k[x,, . . . , x,] by deg Xi = pi, for every i, then P is homoge- 
neous of strictly positive degree. 
(iii) There exists a sequ.ence of nonzero positive integers p, , . . . , p, and a 
nonzero positive integer d so that P(tP’x,, . . . , tPrx,) = tdP(x,, . . . ,xJ in 
k[x,,. . . ,x,, t]. •I 
Remark 2.3. (1) A weighted homogeneous polynomial P satisfies P(0) = 0. 
(2) Any homogeneous polynomial is weighted homogeneous. Take pi = 1 for 
each i. 
(3) A weighted homogeneous polynomial P satisfying equivalence (iii) of 
Lemma 2.2 has the pro 
Now, we would 
A = k[x,,. . . ,x,]/(P) 
Theorem 1.2. 
First, we will s,how 
homology. This result 
like to compute the cyclic homology of A when 
and P is weighted homogeneous, using the formula of 
that the Connes operator S is zero on the reduced cyclic 
is implicit in the works of Goodwillie [5], and Kassel [7], 
and is well-known now, although I have never seen a written proof. 
Proposition 2.4. Let A = @,1zo A ,, b e a graded algebra over a characteristic zero 
field k. Then we har*c a decomposition as a direct sum of HC,(k)-comodules: 
HC,,(A) = HC,,(A (,) 6 V.,: with S = 0 on the k-graded vector space W:,. 
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Proof. Consider the derivation D on A defined by D(a) = (deg a). a. From 
[5,11.4], we define an endomorphism L, on the Hochschiid complex C,(A) = 
@,, C,,(A) (where C,,(A)= A@“+‘), by L,(a,,@..@a,,)= ~~_,, a,,@--@ 
Dai@*. -@a,,. This induces dn operator L, on HCJA), and L,S =0 
[S, 11.4.61. Since A Is graded, C,(A) is a bigraded complex. We have C,(A) = 
@n,p C,,(A), where C,,(A), = {afj @ l l - QD a,,: c deg ai = p}. We see that 
HC*(A) = @prO HC*(A)p 9 HC*(A),, = HC,(A,), S:HC,(A,)-+HC,_.(A),. 
We check that L,(a,@*.~@a,,)=(~ degai)a,,@**.@a,,, so - that 
L, : C*(A), + C&9,~ for every ~‘0. If p=(zdegaJ#O, then L, is an 
isomorphism on C,( A)P, so it induces an isomorphism on HC,(A),. Since 
L,S = 0, we have S = 0 on each HC,(A),, for p # 0. So we have proved that 
HCJA) = HC,(A,) @($P,cJ H&(A),) and S = 0 on @-,,(, HC,(A),. 3 
Now we come back to A = k[x,, . . . , x,] l(P) with P a weighted homogeneous 
polynomial. From Lemma 2.2(ii), A is a graded algebra, and the term of 
gradation 0 is k, so that we ha_ve HC,(A) = HC,(k)$ lV,, with S = 0 on W,. The 
graded vector srace IV, = HC,(A) has been described in Theorem 1.2, using the 
complexes (~$~),j>@ O+fl”%P%fl’+**. where fii = k[X] 0 0. 
Proposition 2.5. Let P be an irreducible weighted homogeneous polynomial of 
degree 22 in k[x,, . . . , xr], and A = k[x,, . . . , x,] l(P), then H’(.$) = 0 for any 
j> 1. 
Proof. Let CL) E 0 * be such that pi_,(w) = 0 in a fixed 54,’ j > 1. We will show that 
w = P,(h) for some h E 0” = k[X]. Since o E a’, there exists f,, . . . , f, in 
k[x,, . . . ,x,1 such that o = c r= I fiXi. The condition p,_ ,(o) = 0 is equivalent to 
@(Pi%) = 0. But ker p = k + Im /3, so there exists U’ E k[X] such that Pi-‘~ = 
p(o’). If we show that P’ divides o’ in k[X] (i.e. there exists h E k[X] with 
cc) t = P’h), then we are done, because P’% = p(o’) = /?(P’h) implies that 
w = P,(h). 
We use now the fact that P is weighted homogeneous, that is, there exist 
nonzero integers p,, . . . , pr so that if the ring R = k[x,, . . . , x,] is graded by 
deg Xi = pi, then P is homogeneous of homogeneous degree d > 1 in R = 
@,ro R, . We sturt with w = 1 i=, ~Xi, and Pi-‘u = p(w ‘), we can decompose 
each h in a sum 6 = c -f;, with J;, E R,, and o’ = c, w; E R,. The equation 
Pi-‘0 = /?(o’) i 
This gives: 
ifkrd(j- l)+p,, 
if k < d( j - 1) + p, . 
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But WI E R,, so we have 
r 
k.w; = c PiX,A.h-p -d(~-1) l , 
i=l 
@n the other hand, the condition /3(P’-‘0) = 0 implies, for any i. I, k, the 
conditions (*)i,, below: 
( aP aP f -- i.k-p,-d( j- 1) f 
0 
ax, aXi 1’k 
* il .
+ p 
( 
af;,.k-p,-d(j-lI 
j- 1 ax, - 
-p,-d( j-1) ) 
$Lp!-d(j-l) 1 = o . aXi 
SO, if in the equality (*)i.,’ we fix I and multiply each condition (*)i., by PiX, for 
iE[i,..., r], and we make the sum for i E [ 1, . . . , r), we obtain, for a fixed I, 
that 
E ’ (i PiXiA.k-pi-d( i-l)) 
i=l 
is divisible by R Since P is irreducible, we have that P divides c I=, Pixie;, and 
so P’ divides o)k for every k. 0 
Proposition 2.6. Let P be a weighted homogeneous polynomial of degree ~2 in 
k[x,, . . .,x,1 and A=k[x ,,..., x,] i(P). Then we have ah isomorphism of k- 
vector spaces : 
for any j 2 r (where (aPlaxi),,i_-, is the ideal generated by aPlax,, . . . , dPlax,). 
Proof. We have, for j 2 r, 94i: O* 0 0 6 3 l l l p3fj’4) so H’(Jzfj) = or/ 
+r+#2rA’), and Inr f= k[x,, . . . ,x,1. An element of or-’ can be written w = 
Lf i iX1 ‘.‘xi_,xi+, l *OX, SO 
P. I-r+] o = 0 {c j- r+ 1) C (-l)+’ g f,) ( i 1 
f% - +pc(-l)‘_‘ax XI**.&. 
1 
I 
Since P is weighted homogeneous, pi_r+l(Rr-l) is contained in the ideal gener- 
ated by @P&xi). Conversely let (F,)1515r be polynomials in k[x,, . . . , x,], we will 
show that there exists w E or-’ such that pi_r+l(W) = cF=, F,(dPlax,).C, l l l 2,. 
By linearity, it is sufficient to prove this property for F1 = 0,. . . , FI_, = 0, 
F I+ I =o,..., F,=O, F, any monomial in k[s, , . . . . s,], and I any integer in 
El - * 9 r]. For convenience in the notations. we assume that F, = Ax’l)” . -9 x:)1,, 
A&k* and Fi=O, for iZ2. 
The problem is the following: let A E k*, (ml, . . . , m,) E N’ be fixed, find 
f 1’“‘9 f, in k[x,, . . . , A-,] such that 
Ax’l”’ . . . $5 ax P =(j -r+l)C(-l)i-l I 
I i 
~1;+P~(-l)‘-‘$. 
I 1 I 
AXqrI . . . x:)lr z aP =(j 
I 
-r+l)C(-l)‘_‘E f, 
I 
+ a z i-kv,~ ax. 
aP V 
I.1 I I 
+ C (j- r + l)(-1)“~‘f, 
kr’ [ 
+ $ Xk c (-l)i-’ $1 g . 
i I A 
The problem will be solved if we find f,, . . l , f, in k[x,, 4 . . ,x,] such that 
0 * 
ah r o=(-l)“-‘(j-r+l)fi+~XI C(-l)i-* ax. fork=&...,r. 
i?1 I 
If m, =O, then fk =O for k&! and f, =(h/j-r+ l)xTz*.$? is a solution. 
If m I I: 1, we look for solutions of the form 
The system (*) is equivalent to 
. 
A=(]-r+l)/L,+- 2 m,p, + i (-l)‘+‘(mi + l)& , 
[ 3 i=z 
o=(-l)“-‘(j-r+l)pk+$ $(-l)“(m,+l)p, fork=L....r. 
I=:! 
Let .4 be the sum c:=_I (--l)‘-‘(m, -I- l)~,, then (*) is equi*Jent tc 
PI, l A k=wA (,_r+l)Lq for k = 2.. . , r , 
A-(p,ld)gA 
“=j-T+l+(plld)*(m,-l) 
A = i (-l)‘-‘(m, + I)p, . 
i-1 
This system has a unique solution for ,4, so there exists a unique solution for I_C, .
k=l....,r. Cl 
Theorem 2.7. Let P be arz irreducible weighted homogem?ous polynomial of degree 
~2 in k[x,, x,], arld A = k[x,, x,] l(P), theta: 
HC,,(A) = HC,,,(k) = k for n >O , 
HC- d+,(A) = k[x,, x2] artd S = 0 011 HC,,I + , (A) 
f ornr0. 
Proof. From Theorem 1.2, we 
H’(d,, + , ) = 0 from Proposition . . _ 
have for p? ~0, H&(A) = H”(jB,+,). but 
2.5. We have also, from Theorem 1.2, 
HC ?,,+,(A) = H”(J$,+,)@H’(J$,+.) for 11 3 0. But H”(J$, + ,) = 0 by Proposition 
1.3, and If ‘(L+,+ ) = k[ 2 x,, A-J /(al&., ,a P&x,) by Proposition 2.6. Cl 
Theorem 2.8. Let P be alz irreducible weighted homogeneous polynomiL1 of degree 
12 ift k[x,, x2, x,] with 0 apI isolated singularity (LX. the equations 8 Plax, = 
aP1 as, = aHax, = G have an unique solution x, = x2 = x3 = 0), and let k be an 
algebraica@ closed field, then : . 
HC,,, + ,(k[ x,,x~,xJl(P))=O forn>O, 
He&[+ x,, ~:]/(P))=k[x,,x,,x,j 
aP aP aP 
cyG9ax, 
forn>O 
and S = 0 on H&(k[.r,, x1, x,]/(P)). 
Proof. By Theorem 1.2, we have 
CA A,, x,. X#P~) = H’(~5!,,+,)6W(ti,,+~) for n MI. 
From Propositions 2.5 and 2.6, we get immediately the formula of Theorem 2.8 
for cyclic homology in even degrees. From Proposition 2.4, we know that the 
Cannes exact sequence for A = k[x] l(P) splits mto &or! exact sequences: 
The idea of the proof is to calculate the Hochschild homology of A in even 
degrees: if we prove that for ~112, 
dim, HH,,,(Aj = dim, He&Q 
= dim, k[s,, s,. xJ/( 5. g. g) . - 3 _ -‘.3 
(this dimension is finite). then I is a surjective linear map between tector spaces 
of same dimension, therefore I is an isomorphism. This implies that B = 0 on 
;iC,,,_ ,(A). and therefore HC,,, _ ,( A) = 0, it 2 2. The rest of this proof is devoted 
to the calculation of dim, I-IH,,,(A) for CI ~2. 
FromTheorem 1.1, we have HH,(P.)=H,(AV$Av.s)where V=V,,@V,. 
y, = @I=, kx,, V, = ky, VP = 0, p 2 2, SL, = 0. Sy = p. v is generated by XT,, 
1~i~r,deg~i=1.~,deg~=2,S~,=0,6~=-~(~Plax,>~,.Anelement~of 
degree 2n 2 4 in 
j?- 'yN,, 
A V 8 A v can be written: $ = y”N(, + J~“-‘(:L + yN, ) + 
with N, E k[x,. x2, x$8 A’@,. i2. S;). for 0 5i 5 3. If i$ = 0, we 
have: 
N,, + (11 - l)v”-’ 
+ Y--l PN, + y”-‘PN, . ,; 
This gives 
(i) - nz $.I N,,+ PN, =o, ( I 
( ) ii - (n - g pi) (N2 + yN, ) + PN3 = 0 . 
I 
Condition (i) implies that N,, = PN,: with N,; E k[x,, x,, x3], so N, = 
-nN$(y). Condition (ii) implies that P!V3 = (n - l)(c (dPldq)i,)N,. If N, = 
g&X3 + g&X, + g,X,&, and N3 = h&+i?,&. we have 
Ph =(n - l)(g 
aP aP dP 
1 ax, -+&-+g,jy - ax, 3 
Since P is weighted homogeneous, we have P = (1 ld)c ~,x,(i,Plas,). rbis 
gives (hld)C pixi(aP/ax,) = (n - 1)C g,!aP/ax,), or 
3 
c( Pi ,=I d(n_l)X'h-gi 
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Since dim,k[x,]/(aPlaxj)<3c, the sequence @P/ax,, dPlaxz, aPlax3) is a 
regular sequence in k[x 1, x2, x3], so the corresponding Koszul complex is acyclic, 
and this implies the existence of polynomials a,, a?, a3 in k[x, , x2, x3] such that 
h aP aP -- g, = PIXI d(n _ 1) ’ a3 ax, a2 aX, 7 
h aP aP -_ gl=P?x?d(n_l) 'a, ax3 a3dx,9 
h aP aP -- g3=P3x3 dtn _ 1) +a? ax, al G ’ 
This shows that + = SP’ + h@, with 
1 
%I = d(,r - I) y”-‘( p,x,x,x, + pzx,x,x, + p3x3X&) + y”-2yz,n,x, . 
There is a surjective k-linear map from k[x,, x2, x3] onto HH,,(A) which 
assigns to a polynomial h the class of h@2,z in HH,,,(A). It is easy to check that if 
the image of h@?,, is zero in HHJA), then !r belongs to the ideal generated by 
@P/ax,, aP/axz, aP/ax,). To complete the proof of the theorem, it remains to 
prove that if h E(aPlax,, aP/ax,, aP/ax,), then h$,, is a boundary. So, we 
assume that h = c hj( aP/axj) is fixed, and we want to determine M, in J2 ‘, Mz in 
0’ SO that C h,(aPldx,)cP,,, = 6( j7’%2, + y”-‘yM2). An elementary calculation 
shows that this problem has at least one solution; for example, take M, = 
(14 n - l))(h,&Z3 + h,i3.f, + h3X,&) and 
M, = 
1 
n(:r - 1)d ]( P,X3h, - P&3)& + (p,x,h, - P3K3hl h 
+ (P&Q - P,X,h,)x,l - 0 
3. Applications in algebraic geometry 
In this paragraph, we assume that k is the field @ of complex numbers. By 
Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz, an algebraic hypersurface V in C’ is entirely determined 
by the data of a polynomial P E C[x, , . . . , x,] such that dm = (P); irreducible 
alge+; . . ulc hypersurfaces correspond to irreducible polynomials. The ring 
A=@[x,,. . . , xJ i(P) is called the affine coordinate ring of V. 
It is easy to prove that an irreducible weighted homogeneous polynomial in 
@[x, y] can only be of the following forms: x; y; xa - hyh, h E @*, gcd (a, b) = 1. 
So we have a reformulation of Theorem 2.7. 
Let V be the curve in @’ defined by the equation xa - hyb = 0, 
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A E @*, and ti the coordinate ring of V, then HC,,( A) = @ for n > 0, 
dim, HC,,+ ,(A) = (a - l)(b - 1) for n 10. q 
The study of algebraic surfaces in c3 defined by weighted homogeneous 
polynomials is more interesting, and has been done by Orlik and Wagretch [lo]. If 
we consider an irreducible algebraic surface V in C3 defined by a weighted 
homogeneous polynomial P, with an isolated singularity at the origin, then V n S” 
is diffeomorphic to I.$ n S” where the variety v’ is defined by a weighted 
homogeneous polynomial PO which belongs, up to permutation and dilatation of 
the variables, to one of the following six classes: 
I x4’ + xf’ + xi3 , 
II ~7’ + xf2 + x2xyz, a3 > 1 , 
III x~‘+x~~x~+x~~x,, a,>l, a,>l, 
IV XT’ +x,x;’ + x?x:j, a, > 1 , 
v xyxz + xyx3 + x*x? , 
VI xf’ + x,x3 . 
The calculation of the cyclic homology of the affine coordinate ring of such 
varieties V0 is immediate from Theorem 2.8. 
Theorem 3.2. Let V be the algebraic surface in @” defined by a polynomial of the 
type I to VI described above, and A is the coordinate ring of V. Then we have: 
(a) I-K,,,,,(A) = 0, n >O. 
(b) for n > 0: 
P of type I, dim,HC,,,(A) = (a, - l)(a 3 - l)(a3 - 1) (in this case, V is called a 
Brieskorn variety), 
P of type 11, dim,H&,(A) = (a, - I)[@, - l)(a, - 1) + a,], 
P of type III, dim,HC,,,(A) = (a, - l&z,, 
P of typi IV, dim,HC,,,(A) = al&a3 - a2 + 1) - 1, 
P of type Y dim,H&,(A) = qa2a3, 
P of type VI, dim,H&(A) = a, - 1. El 
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